discuss a peaceful resolution to the problem at hand.
Now what is it that you and I need to do? We
need to be peacemakers. All the great religions of
the world tell us that we have to care for our fellow
human beings – ‘Do unto others as you would have
them do unto you.’ If we have love for our fellow
human beings, we would do all in our power to
ensure a peaceful existence for all people.
As the future of our country you young gentlemen
have to use the education that you receive here to
take up positions of inﬂuence. What is needed is the
inculcation of universal values – the values of respect,
tolerance, human dignity, truth, justice and on
understanding the meaning of human brotherhood.
These values can only be learnt in the informal
education that takes place in the home, school and
society where the focus is not on wealth and power.
It is also through the pursuit of sacriﬁcial love of
listening, helping, encouragement and giving that I
mentioned earlier that we will be able to be peacemakers. If we do not endeavour to work on these
values then the men that we mourn today would
have died in vain and the future will be a depressing
replay of what has gone before.
I leave you with words from the Kohima Epitaph
which is to be found on the war memorial in north
east India:
When you go home
tell them of us and say,
for your tomorrow
we gave our today.

ANNUAL EVENTS

During the War, we in South Africa observed what we
called the "Three minutes' pause". At noon each day, all
work, all talk and all movement were suspended for three
minutes that we might concentrate as one in thinking of
those – the living and the dead – who had pledged and
given themselves for all that we believe in…
The War Cabinet discussed Fitzpatrick's proposal
on 5 November and approved a 'Service of Silence'
for Armistice Day. Lord Milner drafted a 'personal
request' for the King and took it to Buckingham Palace.
The King discussed it with his private secretary and
altered the duration of the silence to two minutes.
The two minutes of silence are kept so that we
can reﬂect: One minute – in memory of the fallen,
one minute – in gratitude for survivors. Since then
countries around the world have kept this tradition
in remembrance of those who have given their lives
in conﬂicts around the globe.
Twenty years after the end of WW I, the world
was again plunged into war and since that time war
and conﬂicts have ﬂared up in various parts of the
world. War took on new meaning now as innocent
men and women were caught up in the conﬂicts. It
is said that more civilians were killed in the Second
World War than members of the armies involved.
Men and women heeded the call to arms during
the Second World War and again during the Korean
War. Subsequent to that our country was involved
in the Border War and men of my age went oﬀ to do
military service as young and ignorant 18 year-olds.
So too those from the liberation movements did the
same and went oﬀ and engaged in war. War is futile
because at some point people have to sit down and

Father Alan O’Brien

Awaiting the start of the service. In the foreground, the Reverend Alan O’Brien (the
guest speaker) and Mr John Illsley, the Second Master, who was oﬃciating on this
occasion. In the second row are wreath layers, Mr Brian Newby; Tim Lane; Admiral
Trevor Beddy; Lt Col Kevin O’Brien and a naval oﬃcer.

The Reverend Alan O’Brien, a past master of the school,
addresses the congregation.
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“Edubox” Project
During the year, the school was approached to assist
with the evaluation of a project being undertaken by a
University of Pretoria student and Boys High Old Boy,
Hassan Dharwish, who was part of a team developing
a concept to help rural communities in South Africa.
Utilizing old shipping containers, the “Edubox” /

“Busybox” units are designed to serve a dual purpose:
classrooms by day and cinemas at night. Several
subject departments, including English, Mathematics
and Science agreed to be part of the evaluation and
various classes had a turn in the Edubox that was
located for a few months opposite Rissik House.
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1. Boys enjoying the novelty of a class in the Edubox.
2. Worksheets based on DVDs were part of the evaluation of the
facility. (In practice, rural communities could have lessons sent
from a central location).
3. The modular classroom, handily converted from a shipping
container.
4. One of the Form III classes that participated in the PBHS
evaluation process.
5. The designers of the modular units pose during the cocktail party to
launch the project.
6. The reverse side of the container reveals the other use of the units, a
cinema theatre. Boys High did not evaluate this function, although
the boarders would no doubt have happily volunteered!

1

SPECIAL EVENTS

“Though to Action” Campaign

2

3
1. Thought to Action
committee 2013
2. Thought to Action assembly
presentation 2013
3. Thought to Action oﬃcial
media launch – 8 August
2013
4. & 5. Thought to Action
Women’s Day balloon
launch 2013
6. Pretoria Boys High shouts
support for change
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This year saw thirty-seven senior history pupils and
three history teachers undertaking a tour to Britain,
Belgium and France. The tour itinerary was planned
around the themes of Medieval history; wartime
history; the French Revolution, Napoleonic Wars
and the two World Wars.
We departed from Johannesburg on Wednesday 26
June 2013 on an Air France A380 aircraft and arrived
the next morning at Charles de Gaulle airport where
most of us caught up on sleep while waiting for the
connection to London. On arrival at Heathrow, we
were met by our chaperone, Peter Voice who had
been with us on the 2006 trip. After a brief stop to
drop oﬀ luggage at the Hotel in Slough, we were
soon heading across London to Greenwich which
allowed us to catch a glimpse of some landmarks
as an introduction to this huge city. In Greenwich
we ﬁrst visited the National Maritime Museum
before climbing the hill to the Royal observatory.
Everyone had to have a photograph taken with
a foot in each of the two hemispheres created by
the Greenwich meridian marker. However, there
were also fascinating displays on timekeeping and
telescopes to be viewed. After a quick look at the
famous tea clipper, the Cutty Sark we boarded a
boat at Greenwich pier to take us up the Thames to
Westminster. Although somewhat chilly, the river
cruise was a great way to see a cross section of the
city’s architecture, bridges and historical buildings,
including St Pauls; the Globe Theatre, Tower Bridge,
Cleopatra’s Needle and the Houses of Parliament.
Supper that night was in a restaurant oﬀ Leicester
Square in the heart of theatre land.
Our second day in London started with a visit to
the cabinet war rooms and the Churchill museum,
housed in the underground command post used
in World War Two. Afterwards we went to the
Tower of London. Here, apart from viewing the
medieval Norman keep, most of the group took the
opportunity to ﬁle past the Crown jewels and see
the collections of armour and other relics relating
to the history of the Tower, including a chair in
which a World War Two German spy was executed
by ﬁring squad. Next was a specially arranged
visit to the Houses of Parliament, a place not on
the itinerary of the average school tour and made
possible through the kindness of an old boy who is
a Member of Parliament. After passing through very
strict security (which saw the police conﬁscating

several items from the boys) we started our tour
in Westminster Hall. The wonderfully ornate
architecture and ﬁnishes start in the robing chamber
and the areas that lead to the House of Lords and the
House of Commons. It was amazing to be in places
where famous men and women had determined the
course of British and empire history, including that
of South Africa. Supper was “on the run” as we were
going to a West End show that evening. This was
We Will Rock You, based on the music of Queen. This
was most enjoyable, even if the music was much
more familiar to the staﬀ than the boys!
Our last day in London was again a crowded
one and started with a visit to the National Army
Museum which covers the long history of the British
army. We concentrated on the galleries that relate to
the Napoleonic Wars, the Anglo Zulu War, the Boer
War and the Two World Wars, with Mr Illsley trying
to provide a “highlight package” within this vast
collection. Staying with the military theme we next
visited the preserved cruiser HMS Belfast, anchored
on the Thames. Boys were encouraged to visit
as many areas of the ship as possible and to go to
the engine rooms to experience the claustrophobic
nature of the area below the waterline. After lunch
and a long queue in the stiﬂing humidity, we snaked
our way slowly into the London Dungeon for a few
ghoulish hours, exposed to the likes of Sweeney
Todd and “Jack the Ripper”. After a pizza supper
we took a walk through Covent Garden, Trafalgar
Square and the Mall to Buckingham Palace to board
our coach.
We left London on Sunday morning to travel to
Portsmouth, this being accomplished in a convoy
of mini buses as the coach had broken down! This
entire day was devoted to maritime history and we
were able to view all three of the historic ships in the
Royal Navy dockyard, namely the Tudor warship
Mary Rose, Nelson’s ﬂagship HMS Victory and the
ﬁrst British ironclad HMS Warrior. Travelling to the
other side of the estuary took us to naval vessels of
a diﬀerent ilk as we visited the Submarine Museum
in Gosport. The highlight of this had to be a tour
of a World War Two era submarine, HMS Alliance
with one of the very submariners who served on
this boat taking us from bow to stern and oﬀering
us wonderful insights into what it was like to live in
those cramped conditions. On the way to the youth
hostel, we took a quick detour through Brighton

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6. The touring group in front of Buckingham Palace.
7. Aboard HMS Victory in Portsmouth.
8. A tour of the submarine HMS Alliance, at the Submarine Museum
in Gosport.

Outside the Greenwich Maritime Museum.
The Royal Observatory, Greenwich.
On the Thames, passing the Tower of London.
HMS Belfast, a Royal Navy cruiser from WW2 on the Thames.
About to enter the Houses of Parliament for a special tour.
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which allowed some mad boys to swim in the icy
sea while others tucked into ice creams and waﬄes
and ﬁlled their “hollow legs”. The youth hostel in
the hills above Shoreham aﬀorded the opportunity
to kick a ball around in a farmer’s ﬁeld and expend
some energy before bed time.
Day ﬁve, our last in England, started with a journey
eastwards with a stop en route at Capel le Ferne to
view the Battle of Britain memorial situated on the
crest of the famous white cliﬀs. Then it was onwards
to Dover Castle where we spent the remainder of
the day visiting the wartime tunnels from which the
Dunkirk evacuation was undertaken; the hospital
tunnels; the castle keep and its medieval displays
and a regimental museum. It was then time to board
the cross channel ferry which ended up being a
protracted process, but we enjoyed supper while
sailing to Calais which we reached at midnight. A
two hour bus trip to Kortrijk in Belgium followed
before we could ﬁnally collapse into bed.
The next morning we set oﬀ for Yprés and the start
of our First World War segment of the tour. After a
brief look at the interior of St George’s Memorial
Church with its hundreds of regimental memorials,
we visited the Flanders Fields Museum housed
in the famous Cloth Hall. The many interactive
displays certainly help to bring to life the nature of
the war in this area, but to do the museum justice
would take many more hours than we had available.
A short walk took us to the Menin Gate where, on
the adjacent ramparts, we paid tribute to an old boy
of the school whose name appears on the memorial
by reading a letter he had written from the trenches
to his Rissik Housemaster in 1915. After lunch (and
the obligatory purchasing of Belgian chocolates) we
travelled a few kilometres to the outskirts of Yprés
to visit Sanctuary Wood, a preserved section of the
Western Front trenches and its fascinating private
museum with its thousands of relics and 3D slides
of the war, the latter guaranteed to bring home the
horrors of this conﬂict. Close by we went to Tyne Cot
cemetery, the largest Commonwealth war cemetery
in the world and a good place, amid the Portland
stone grave markers, to listen to some war poetry.
Graves being prepared for the newly-discovered
remains of South African soldiers, also added to the
signiﬁcance of visiting this beautifully maintained
cemetery with its rows of graves all planted with
rose bushes and other shrubs. We could only stop
brieﬂy at the Brooding Soldier memorial, site of the
ﬁrst gas attack, before heading back to Yprés where
we were scheduled to participate in the last post
ceremony held each evening at the Menin Gate.
Not only did we have boys laying a wreath, but we
also paraded the school’s ﬂag (specially prepared
The Pretorian
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1. Part of the group in preserved WW1 trenches at Sanctuary Wood
outside Ypres.
2. Tyne Cot cemetery in Belgium.
3. Mr Illsley, the tour leader, reading war poetry at Tyne Cot.
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1. The group took part in the last post ceremony at the Menin Gate in Yprés.
Michael Volschenk carries the Boys High ﬂag during the ceremony.
2. The trenches and “no man’s land” preserved at Beaumont Hamel as
part of the Newfoundland Memorial Park.
3. The Thiepval Memorial to the British and South African missing on
the Somme.
4. After the wreath laying ceremony at the SA Memorial in Delville
Wood, France.
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with gold fringing), a task admirably undertaken
by Michael Volschenk. The boys in their red ﬂeeces
looked very smart ﬂanking the steps where the
wreaths were laid.
The next morning we headed oﬀ to northern
France and the area around Albert to visit various
places associated with the battle of the Somme.
Our starting point was the Newfoundland Park at
Beaumont Hamel, a preserved section of the 1916
battlefront that includes both the Canadian and
German trench lines and the ‘no man’s land’ that
lies between. The drizzly weather added to the
atmosphere at this place of great human sacriﬁce,
one of so many in the Somme. A visit to the Thiepval
Memorial was a reminder of the tens of thousands
of missing in the battle and this memorial includes
the South African missing, three of whom were old
boys of PBHS.
In the centre of Albert, in the tunnels below the
basilica, are life size dioramas of various aspects of
trench warfare each recreated in a separate alcove of
the tunnels and this helped the boys to visualise some
of what had been spoken about on the battleﬁelds.
After lunch at a fast food outlet (somewhat ironic
in the land of haute cuisine) we went to Delville
Wood, scene of South Africa’s main contribution
to the battle of the Somme and now owned by our
country. After an introductory talk on the battle, we
toured the impressive museum before assembly
outside the grounds to begin our own ceremony of
remembrance. Piped into the wood to Sarie Marais
by Graham Lloyd and with the school ﬂag dipped in
salute we said a prayer and laid a poppy wreath at
the SA memorial. Because the Pipers’ Memorial is in
the adjacent village of Longueval, we followed our
piper up the road to this memorial where he gave a
ﬁne rendition of Amazing Grace and many villagers
came out of their homes to listen. The last stop of
the day was at the Lochnager Crater which is the
preserved relic of the huge explosive mine detonated
near the village of La Boiselle on the morning of 1st
July 1916.
After an overnight stop in Amiens, we headed
towards Paris, but ﬁrst went to the fragrant forest of
Compiegne to see the place where the 1918 armistice
was signed and where in 1940 Hitler exacted revenge
by making France sign its surrender in the same
railway carriage. On the way into Paris we visited
the Air and Space Museum at Le Bourget airport.
This is a huge museum so Mr Illsley only provided
a guided tour through the galleries that dealt with
the earliest ﬂying machines and World War One
before the boys were left to visit all of the other halls
which cover everything from Concorde to satellites
and helicopters. Then we headed into the metropolis
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1. The PBHS wreath at Delville Wood Memorial
2. Graham Lloyd playing Amazing Grace at the Pipers’ Memorial in
Longueval.
3. Outside the Moulin Rouge in Montmartre, Paris.
4. The Invalides, the French Military Museum in Paris.
5. A sunset cruise on the Seine.
6. The Hall of Mirrors in the Palace of Versailles.
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way to conclude our time in Paris.
The next day we set oﬀ for Versailles to see the
famous royal palace. Despite arriving early, we
had to join very long queues to gain access to the
palace which led to some boys opting to only go
around the gardens. We then had a few hours drive
to Normandy and arrived at Pegasus Bridge mid
afternoon. This was a good place to start the D-Day
leg of the tour as it was one of the ﬁrst objectives
captured by Allied troops in the early hours of 6th
June 1944 when British glider-borne troops touched
down just metres away from the canal bridge. Apart
from an introductory talk on the landing site, we also
went across the canal to the Café Gondree, the ﬁrst
building liberated in Western Europe, followed by
the museum that includes in its grounds the original
bridge and a replica Horsa glider.
After a night’s rest at our comfortable hotel on
the outskirts of Bayeux, we spent the whole of the
next day visiting the landing beaches of Operation
Overlord. We started at the 360 degree cinema above
Arromanches which shows a very moving ﬁlm
relating to the landings and then we walked into the
town to the museum that shows the story behind the
Mulberry Harbours that were towed into position in
the bay at Arromanches as an invasion harbour. A
short drive to Longues-sur-Mer allowed us to see
one of the massive German gun emplacements of the
Atlantic Wall which was knocked out in the landings.
Next was a brief stop at Pointe du Hoc where the
US Rangers had captured the outcrop by scaling the
cliﬀs. Finally we reached Omaha Beach which was
the scene of the bloodiest ﬁghting on D-Day. After
walking a stretch of the beach that had seen such
heavy losses by the Americans, we climbed to the
main American cemetery for a sobering reminder
of the human cost of the landings. Later in the
afternoon we visited the other American beach code
named Utah, which allowed a walk through the
newly refurbished museum.
Before leaving Normandy the next day, we took
the opportunity to view the Bayeux tapestry which
depicts the Norman conquest of 1066 and which was
embroidered a few years after the event. For some
boys this unscheduled stop was one of the highlights
of the tour while others were, to put it diplomatically,
somewhat less excited. The last of our D-Day sites
was the village of St Mer Église in part of the drop
zone where American paratroopers landed inland
of Utah Beach. Apart from the church square that,
by tradition has a dummy paratrooper suspended
from the spire (representing John Steele), we also
went around the airborne museum that includes
examples of the Dakota aircraft and Waco gliders
that brought the airborne troops to Normandy.
The Pretorian
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that is Paris and booked into our newly-constructed
youth hostel before heading to Montmartre. Apart
from walking through the Sacre Coeur church, we
had a few relaxed hours around the Plâce du Tertre.
Despite being warned, some boys still managed to
be talked into having portraits or caricatures drawn
that bore no resemblance to them! After supper in
the same restaurant where the Girls High French
tour were dining, we headed back down the hill,
enjoying some street entertainment outside the
Moulin Rouge before returning to the youth hostel.
The next day saw further exploration of Paris,
starting at one of its most famous landmarks, Nôtre
Dame Cathedral. We were also able to visit the
adjacent memorial to the French Jews who were
departed. A short distance from the cathedral is the
sinister Concergerie associated during the French
Revolution, with the Reign of Terror, as it was here
that many of the victims were imprisoned before
execution by guillotine. The afternoon was devoted
entirely to Napoleon’s tomb and the Hôtel des
Invalides which houses the vast French military
museum. We only went through two sections,
namely the Napoleonic and 19th century wing and
the wing that covers the two World Wars, all of these
being relevant to eras we cover at school. Some
boys unfortunately “saturated” very quickly. While
waiting for our time slot in a restaurant in the Latin
quarter, we went and sat in the remains of a Roman
amphitheatre to cool down and enjoy the ambience
of this ancient ruin.
Our last day in Paris began with a visit to the
Louvre which meant competing with the biggest
crowds we had experienced. Nevertheless, our
guides, using radio links to personal headsets,
skilfully guided us to the most famous works of art.
Afterwards we braved the heat and walked across
the Tuilleries gardens to the Plâce de la Concorde,
both sites with strong connections to the French
Revolution. At the other end of the Champs Elysées
we ascended the Arc de Triomph for views of the
city down the boulevards that radiate from this
famous Napoleonic monument. Some of the boys,
who were less obsessed with ﬁnding lunch, chose
to then take a walk to the building that housed the
French Gestapo during the dark days of the Nazi
Occupation. We all reunited at the Eiﬀel Tower
which we had to ascend to the ﬁrst level by foot,
something that showed up the diﬀering degrees of
ﬁtness and who had a head for heights among our
group of tourists. After a rather frantic series of trips
on the Metro to and from the restaurant (again in the
Latin quarter) where we had supper, we were back
at the Eiﬀel Tower to board a boat for a cruise on the
Seine as far as Nôtre Dame and back, a very pleasant
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In the afternoon we travelled to Mont St Michel
where we learnt that the “Abbey was on strike”,
actually an industrial action involving the wardens.
We had to conﬁne our visit to the other areas of this
ancient settlement and that meant being limited to
the very tourist-orientated streets. Nevertheless, we
did get a sense of the place despite droves of tourists.
Heading south into Brittany we travelled to the
walled city St Malo on the coast and settled into our
youth hostel. After dinner we took a walk along the
beachfront to the old part of the city and watched
the most stunning sunset over the Atlantic.
Our last day on tour started with a free morning
in St Malo. Some chose to laze about in coﬀee shops
while the more energetic went swimming and
canoeing in the bay below the ancient ramparts. After
lunch we set oﬀ on a long drive across France which
was broken only by a short visit to Le Mans where
we visited the motor racing museum alongside the
famous race track. The last leg of this bus trip took
us to Charles de Gaulle airport where we had to
bid a somewhat hurried farewell to our driver and
to Peter Voice. The late departure allowed for some

1

supper and last minute souvenir hunting before we
winged our way home.
Two weeks after leaving, we arrived back in
South Africa after a tour which one hopes achieved
something by way of exposing the boys to the
richness of history. With very little feedback this
was diﬃcult to gauge and can perhaps only be
appreciated in the fullness of time.
On behalf of all the boys and staﬀ who were part
of the tour, sincere appreciation is expressed to the
following for their contribution: Jenny Peddle of
Personal Touch school tours for arranging the tour
according to our demanding requirements; Peter
Voice for making a punishing itinerary work in
practice; Mrs Claire Davies for facilitating British
visas; Paul Bisogno and Greg Smith for co-sponsoring
the tour ﬂeeces; Mrs Elize Terblance for sponsoring
the tour golf shirts; Mrs Debbie Cloete for designing
the tour logo and Mrs Jan Kingsley who undertook
a myriad of administrative tasks relating to the tour.
John Illsley
Head of Department: History
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At Pegasus Bridge in Normandy.
The German gun battery at Longues-sur-Mer in Normandy.
The American cemetery at Coleville in Normandy.
The walled city of St Malo in Brittany.
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The Form IV Geography tour was put back on the
map this year for good reason. The tour covers
one of the most beautiful and vibrant parts of the
country, the Lowveld. Many describe this region
as the pulse of southern Africa, ﬁlled with culture,
history, industry, tourism and arts.
One of the main beneﬁts of going on a tour like
this is being exposed to things and professions that
one may be interested in but would never necessarily
experience a site visit or have the opportunity to see
one in action.
Our ﬁrst stop was EVRAZ Highveld Steel
in Witbank. We started with tea, coﬀee and a
presentation on operations at the plant, and then
continued to walk through the steel processing
production line, starting with coal and rocks and
ending with sheets of metal. Our next stop was a BHP
Billiton mine, Wolvekrans Colliery, Witbank. Once
again, we started the tour with a very informative
presentation of how, what and where we get out coal
and what happens to it once it has been extracted. We
then put on our safety gear (for the second time that
day) and proceeded to the open pit working mine.
We stopped at the dragline and watched a 1 billion
rand machine work, and at a viewing deck above

one of the pits. After the mine we headed for the Alec
Roberts school farm near Nelspruit. Day two saw us
hiking on the farm and discussing micro-climates and
river patterns, followed by a brief visit to the quaint
town of Kaapschehoop. Sudwala Caves was next
on our agenda, and proved to be an interesting one,
especially for the boys who were interested in geology
and karst geomorphology. After the caves tour, we
headed for Aan-de-Vlied resort near Hazyview and
enjoyed some ﬁshing, playing around near the Sabi
river, good food and good accommodation. Early on
the third day we headed for the Phabeni gate, Kruger
National Park. We had a busy day driving around the
southern end of the park, but it is always worth it. We
saw most of the general game, four out of the big ﬁve,
and two sable antelope. We returned to our camp,
Pretoriuskop, at around six o’clock, and started to
relax and prepare supper. The next and ﬁnal day, we
were woken by scarlet-chested Sunbirds, Francolins,
Guineafowls and brown-headed Parrots going mad
in the ﬂowering trees – what a beautiful experience.
Home-time!
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R Blackmore
Master in Charge
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1. Boys on the tour preparing to go on a tour of the EURAZ Highveld Steel plant.
2. Studying local climates, rivers and forestry at the school farm in the Lowveld.

3. Atop one of the massive granite domes in the Kruger National Park.
4. Inside the Sudwala caves.
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Excursion To BMW Rosslyn
On 22 July the Form III, IV and V German pupils
and two lucky German exchange students, had the
privilege of a plant tour at BMW Rosslyn. Although
the company prides itself on German eﬃciency,
BMW Rosslyn does not neglect to incorporate some
very South African elements, such as our tour guide,
who was slightly late, and BMW Rosslyn’s own
chicken which greeted us at the security checkpoint.
We received a warm and friendly South African
greeting and welcome from the tour guide, Mr
Danny Malaka, and all the employees.Heading
south into Brittany we travelled to the walled city St
Malo on the coast and settled into our youth hostel.
After dinner we took a walk along the beachfront
to the old part of the city and watched the most
stunning sunset over the Atlantic.
In the conference room we were treated to tea,
coﬀee and muﬃns, and we put on our lab coats,
protective eyewear and audio tour guide earphones.
Posing as a group of young German scientists, we
had our photograph taken in front of the BMW SA
emblem.
– The plant has three departments, called “shops”
• The “body in white” shop
• The paint shop
• The assembly shop
– Each day there are three eight-hour shifts, which
means that each shop operates for twenty-four
hours a day.
– Each shift manufactures 110 cars, adding up to
330 cars per day.
– Only the 4-door sedan versions of BMWs 3-Series
are manufactured at the Rosslyn plant and 80%
of the cars are exported to USA, China and India.
– According to a customer’s speciﬁcations every
BMW is manufactured upon receipt of an order
from a dealership somewhere in the world, which
reaches the plant via the head oﬃce in Germany
within only some three minutes.
On the way to the “body in white” shop, we
saw thousands of boxes and crates containing
components shipped in from all over the world.
It looked like something out of a movie! There
were robots everywhere doing everything. It was
incredible! Robots measuring components using
lasers, robots welding components together to form
the body (about 5500 spot welds are used). Robots
that eﬀortlessly move cumbersome components and
bodies (sometimes in excess of 900kg) in complete
co-ordination, without ever bumping into any other
robots or the many obstructions. The robots even
showed their work to a virtual quality control oﬃcer
(some ﬂuorescent lights with cameras). It all works
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perfectly, like a well-oiled German machine!
We walked past the eﬄuent and waste
department on our way to the paint shop and the
tour guide mentioned that almost all of the plant’s
water is ﬁltered and re-used and the packaging
wasted recycled. Unfortunately, the paint shop was
not running as “Germanic” as usual (there were
some technical problem) and we couldn’t see the
paint process. We were, however, compensated with
a question and answer session with one of the BMW
engineers, who happens to be the father of one of the
boys who was with us on the excursion.
The assembly shop which we visited last was
also the most interesting. This is where it all comes
together … literally! The drive train, suspension,
propshaft and engine are all bolted together
then we had was BMW calls “die Hochzeit” (the
marriage), in which the undercarriage is gloriously
joined (in holy matrimony) to the painted body “till
death us do part”. All the other bits and pieces and
all the electrical work is ﬁtted on the cars on the
assembly line. Teams of three to four mechanics
work together with each other and some robots at
each station, on the constantly moving assembly
line to complete their speciﬁc step in the production
process. There is no supervisor, since employees
are self-motivated by BMWs oﬀer of a 100% salary
bonus to employees that have not made a single
mistake in three consecutive months. The fresh cars
run straight oﬀ the production line and into the
dyno and ﬁnal tests facilities as the ﬁnal measure
of quality control.
Back at the conference room we enjoyed
refreshments and beverages while watching a BMW
presentation. Our brilliant tour guide was formally
thanked and we headed back to the bus through
the security checkpoint where a traditional South
African “bag-check” and “hand-held metal detectorcheck” was conducted just to make sure that none
of us accidently hid a BMW in our bags or pockets.
Before the excursion I was a sceptic, but I
graciously saw the light and now I am a fullyﬂedged BMW convert and will go out and be one
of, as our tour guide says, his little BMW disciples
who preach to the uninitiated. The three things that
impressed me most are:
• At BMW, everything is done right the ﬁrst time
according to BMW speciﬁcations – how very
German.
• A great emphasis is placed on doing everything
at just the right time, in just the right sequence –
also very German.
• BMWs ﬁrst priority is the safety of its customers

tour guide, Danny Malaka, for making the 2013
German excursion to BMW a truly memorable
experience. I look forward to some “sheer driving
pleasure”!
Daneel Duim
Form V
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and every possible care is taken to ensure this to
quote our guide, “the words BMW and safety are
irremovably interwoven”.
I would like to thank, on behalf of all the boys
who were lucky enough to experience the excursion,
Pretoria Boys High School, our German teacher, Mrs
Naudé, BMW Rosslyn and especially our AMAZING
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First Aid
First Aid Society
First Aid, or emergency medical assistance, was
ﬁrst documented as being rendered by an order
of religious knights, the Knights Hospitaller or
Order of St John of Jerusalem (Knights of Malta),
formed in the 11th century. They provided care
to pilgrims and knights during the crusades, and
trained other monks and knights in how to treat
common battleﬁeld injuries. For various reasons
like the suppression of monasteries and banishment
of the Order, this type of medical care diminished
over the centuries. In 1859, Jean-Henri Dunant, a
Swiss merchant and religious man, witnessed the
carnage of more modern warfare (compared to the
11th century) at the Battle of Solferino in June of that
year. He organised the local Italian villagers to help
the wounded soldiers amongst the 38 000 casualties
of this battle without discriminating between friend
and foe: Italian, French or Austrian. He wrote a book
about his experiences recommending the formation
of a neutral organisation to care for the casualties of
war. This book was widely distributed to military
leaders and Dunant himself travelled extensively
to promote his proposal. The President of the
Geneva Society for Public Welfare made Dunant’s
recommendations the basis of a meeting and at
a subsequent meeting on 17 February 1863 the

International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC)
was formed to aid ill and wounded soldiers on the
battleﬁelds. National relief societies were formed to
help military medical services and in August 1864
the ICRC persuaded governments to adopt the ﬁrst
Geneva Convention.
In Britain during the Industrial Age, workers
were exposed to hazardous conditions and in 1877
the Order of St John Ambulance was formed from
the original Order of St John of Jerusalem to render
care in high risk areas like ports, mines, railways and
factories. A uniformed brigade of trained volunteers
was established in 1887 which provided First Aid
and ambulance services at public events. Numerous
civilian ambulance organisations have been formed
all around the world since those days.
In 1901, over forty years after the Battle of
Solferino which prompted Dunant to propose a
neutral medical care organisation for the injured in
battle, Henri Dunant was awarded the ﬁrst Nobel
Peace Prize (shared with Frederic Passy, organiser of
the Universal Peace Congress and founder member
of the Inter Parliamentary Union) for his role in
founding the International Red Cross movement.
Today, the International Red Cross and Red Crescent
amount to about 97 million volunteers, members

First Aid Society

Front Row L–R: G Thatcher, J Bidgood, C Williams, J Paradza, M Hammill, M Zaayman.
Second Row L–R: M Mphaphuli, A Malan, K Nicolaides, Sr. C Stockwell, D van Wyk, Sr. J Christian, J Kleinhentz, J Love, K Naidoo.
Back Row L–R: D Hollier, C Hwang, J Idowu, G Bowmaker-Falconer, K Obodozie, R Dreyer, G Waldeck, A Lambley.
Absent: T Riggs, M Hills.
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Back Row L–R: Mrs Melissa Rust, Mrs T Thompson, Mrs B Nel, Mr M Blew, Peter Rayner, Mr M Nesbitt, Mr Rob Orr, Ricardo Galego,
Gareth Kirkcaldy, Keegan Bekker, Kilaan Chetty
Front Row L–R: Mr N Ledwaba, Mrs J de Meillon, Mr B Sithole, Sr C Stockwell, Instructor, Mr F Makudu, Joseph Idowu

and staﬀ. World Red Cross and Red Crescent Day
is celebrated every year on 8 May, Henri Dunant’s
birthday. The International Committee of the Red
Cross, as an organisation, has been awarded the
Nobel Peace Prize three times, the last time in 1963 in
conjunction with the League of Red Cross Societies.
Many modern methods and developments in
medical techniques and First Aid were driven by
the necessity of saving lives and limbs in the world’s
war zones. These new techniques and equipment
have helped make today’s First Aid methods simple
and eﬀective.
In 2013 First Aid training courses were held for both
boys and staﬀ during the year. Twenty-three boys and
twenty-six staﬀ members from various departments
of the school and boarding houses underwent the
courses and have felt that they beneﬁted greatly from
the knowledge and conﬁdence gained in dealing with
First Aid situations. Some of the boys decided to join
the First Aid Society and have been able to put their
skills into practice, from dealing with minor injuries
eg grazes and sprains to major ones like fractured
clavicles, dislocated knees and concussion.
As usual, the school teams each had their own
sporting codes and need for First Aid support which
the First Aiders ably provided. Whether this was
at the swimming galas, athletics, basketball, water
polo, rugby, hockey and cross country, our boys
were there. CPR, log rolling and trauma board use
were practised at the beginning of the year after a
refresher lecture-demonstration by Ryan Dreyer. Our
practice mannequins were put to good use and much
huﬃng and puﬃng took place. Signs and symptoms

of concussion and initial concussion management
were discussed and practised, as is done every year
before the start of the rugby and hockey season. Mike
Adams, the Reptile Conservator at the National
Zoological Gardens, came to give a very interesting
talk on reptiles, with speciﬁc emphasis on snakes
and snake bites and their First Aid treatment which
was followed by a practical demonstration. A large
number of boys attended this talk and members of
the Wildlife Society and Hiking Club were extended
a special invitation to join us.
Heartfelt thanks to the PA teams for providing the
First Aiders with food and drink when on duty on
Saturdays: these are always much appreciated. Thanks
also to all the stalwart staﬀ members who support First
Aid and are always willing to lend a helping hand in
times of emergency. The aim is for every staﬀ member
at the school to be trained in First Aid and annual
courses are arranged with this in mind.
We said goodbye to our Form Vs, Duane van Wyk,
George Bowmaker-Falconer and Kossy Obodozie in
grand style and with thanks for their years of service
to First Aid. We wish them well as they step into the
big wide world.
Congratulations to the following boys who were
awarded Colours this year:
Half Colours: Johnny Love, Mulalo Mphaphuli (new
awards), Ryan Dreyer (re-award)
Full Colours: Jason Kleinhentz and Aiden Malan
(new awards)
Honours: Duane van Wyk (new award).
Sr Jeannette Christian and Sr Carol Stockwell
The Pretorian
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First Aid

1

2

3

4

1. First Aid Course: Back Row L–R: Viaan Janse van Rensburg, Mulalo Mphaphuli, Alex Lambley, Neil Fair, Rory Barlow, Cameron Welch
Middle Row L–R: Richard Grant, Michael Zaayman, Tumi Malete, Shalen Moopanar, Reece Janse van Rensburg, Mark Hammill, Tyler
Riggs Front Row L–R: Aiden Mulder, Instructor Ultra Medical, Matthews Hills
2. (L–R): Chamond Hwang, Jonathan Bidgood, Jason Kleinhentz, Johnny Love, Aiden Malan, Ryan Dreyer, Sr C Stockwell
3. Reptile Conservator, National Zoological Gardens, Mr Michael Adams and boys
4. (L–R): Kimon Nicolaides, Joseph Idowu, Aiden Malan
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Media Centre
This has been a very interesting year for the Media
Centre. Our previous librarian, Mrs Theron, retired
at the end of last year after many years of dedicated
service. At the beginning of this year we welcomed
a new librarian, Mrs Karen Botha.
We started the new year by formulating a plan of
what we wanted to achieve for the Media Centre. We
decided to close the Media Centre to do a stocktake
and reorganise the shelves. This took longer than
expected, but we did eventually ﬁnish.
Throughout the year we had many interesting
displays. Some particularly popular ones were
"Nelson Mandela Day" and "30 Years On". The
latter was comprised of pictures and articles from
1983 and displayed for the visiting Old Boys to see.
We hope to continue this very successful idea. Our
sincere thanks go to those boys who sacriﬁced their
time to prepare the displays.
As usual, the Media Centre hosted the Old Boys
for the reunions. The change of serving tea outside
instead of inside was very successful and luckily
the weather cooperated which created a pleasant
atmosphere.
There were also some physical changes to the
Media Centre. The shelves were reorganised to put
all the ﬁction and non-ﬁction books on diﬀerent sides
of the library. We gave some of the walls a bright new
coat of paint and created a comfortable new reading
corner. The chess board outside was repainted and
new chess pieces were purchased. New benches and
tables were bought to be used outside. The garden
outside was brought back to life with some new
ﬂowers. A new large laminating machine was bought
to laminate posters and larger pictures.
The Media Centre is still full of books and keeps
getting fuller. As a result we have had to get new
shelving to accommodate the continuously growing

Jimmy Jimlongoe and Mohammed Ebrahim at the
Commencement Ceremony exhibition
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number of books. We eagerly await the proposed
new Media Centre where we will have enough space
for all our books and even more which we still want
to add. Our focus this year has been to purchase
books which are current and appeal to all types of
boys.
We started a weekly competition and the boys had
to answer an easy general knowledge question. The
prize – a slab of chocolate! This was well supported
and some weeks we received up to four hundred
entries.
Later in the year we had a teambuilding event
for the Media Prefects. We went to play paintball at
Pro-Ball Games not far from the school. We had a
lot of fun and it really worked well in uniting and
improving our team spirit.
We congratulate the following boys who received
Colours for Service to the Media Centre:
Full Colours:
Mohamed Ebrahim
Rendert Hoekstra
Half Colours:
Khinong Matjiu
Mauritz Blignaut
Wayde Thomas
Joseph Idowu
Michael-John Reeler

Devin Hollier
Johannes Coetzee
Krisjan Korf
Malesela Masenya
Songezo Magadlela

On behalf of all the Media Prefects I thank Mrs
Botha and Mrs Mahlangu for their commitment to
the Media Centre. I thank the Media Prefects for
their loyalty, hard work and dedication throughout
the year.
Mohamed Ebrahim
Head Media Prefect

Mohammed Ebrahim with a display celebrating Nelson Mandela’s birthday
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Media Prefects

Front Row L–R: J Idowu, M-J Reeler, M Ebrahim, Mrs K Botha (Teacher-in-Charge), R Hoekstra, K Matjiu, D Hollier.
Second Row L–R: M Masenya, N Moerane, C Kissoon, K Mocheko, M Blignaut, S Magadlela, N Nyika, I Pitamber.
Back Row L–R: W Thomas, K Korf, J du Toit, J Coetzee.
Absent: J Jimlongoe, M Malapile, J Russell, P Majwaﬁ.

1

2
1. New chess facility
2. A display with the 30 Years on
Reunion with Head Media Prefect –
M. Ebrahim and Deputy Head Media
Prefect – Rendert Hoekstra
3. The Media Centre during breaks

3
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Junior City Council
The Junior City Council is a non-proﬁt organisation
that serves the youth and community of
Pretoria. The council members are learners and
representatives of 36 schools across the whole of
Pretoria. The council members who represented
Pretoria Boys High in 2013 were Bradley Fernandes
and Werner Reyneke. The matric outgoing member
was Mitchell Black, in Form V, whose term of oﬃce
ended in March 2013. He was replaced by the
newly elected Form III member, Bradley Fernandes.
Bradley was co-opted onto the Sports Committee
and Werner Reyneke brought honour to the school
when he became a Member of the Board and served
as Town Clerk.
During the year, the JCC organises several events
in order to create ample opportunities for the youth
to interact with one another and the community,
for them to take initiative and responsibility in
organising events and simultaneously to raise
funds for charity. The Council members do all the
planning of the fundraising events themselves. The
Junior City Council consists of seven committees
that organise their own events during the year, with
each committee addressing diﬀerent needs. One can
follow our projects on our face book page: Junior
City Council of Pretoria. They are:

Sport:

The Annual Touch rugby day and
Fun Run event.
Youth:
The annual Youth Ball.
Arts:
The Art competition and the JCC
voices for talented singers.
Culture:
Mr and Miss Junior City Council
Pageant and Mr and Miss JCC
Popstars
Vitae:
The General Knowledge Quiz,
Literature competition and the JCC
Newspaper.
Grade 10:
The Annual KREEF-day
Oﬃce bearers: The Annual Golf Day, Junior Mayor's
function and the Human Chain
Pretoria Boys High was well represented in all of
the above functions and 2013 was a big success. All
the money raised during the year will be donated
at a formal meeting on 15th May, 2014 in the Ou
Raadsaal building on Church Square, Pretoria.
The charity we chose to support in 2013 was
RhoDIS, a project that makes a rhino DNA database
with the hope of saving our rhinos.
Report written by Werner Reyneke
Mrs L Kloppers
Master in Charge

Front Row L–R: M Black, Mrs L Kloppers (Teacher-in-Charge), P Fernandes, W Reyneke.
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It is with great pride that I and the RCL look back
at 2013 as the most successful year we have had
so far. We managed to raise R150 000 by adding
some new events. We joined hands with Phobians
Running Club and on the 17 August, a crisp winter’s
morning, we held our fun walk which brought in
well over R30 000. The prize for the most schoolboy
entries was won by School House. Each boy in the
house received a R100 Spar voucher.
The winter coﬀee shop was open each morning
for the month of May and the amount of R12 000
was raised by keeping the “early birds” warm
and happy with cupfuls of coﬀee, hot chocolate,
capuccinos, rusks and muﬃns.
The Form I Sports Day and Heritage Day
contributions also helped us to reach our target.

Once again, the RCL helped those in need. We
sponsored a dog for the blind. We bought two tumble
driers for Bramley Children’s Home. We donated 4
000 nappies to ABBA House.
A few weeks of fun enjoyed by a little girl from
“Reach for a Dream” when we bought her a doll’s
house. Sadly she passed away shortly thereafter.
Funds were also given to “Save the Rhinos”.
Uniforms were once again purchased for the children
at Kingdom Life Centre. Taps and shower heads
were provided for the Koﬃehuis Street Shelter.
We look forward to reaching greater heights in
2014 where our target has been set for R200 000.

SERVICE

RCL

Mrs M Petrou
Master in Charge

Front Row L–R: K Pietersen, U Chonco, L Gqirana, K Obodozie, T Sibanda, Mrs M Petrou, C Kyriakou, N Dlamini, P van der Merwe,
D Drabile, R Fair.
Second Row L–R: S Maninjwa, C Drabile, F Crouse, K Savvas, K Fikinie, F Dilapisho, J Cloete, T Lee, T Malete, L Bambo.
Third Row L–R: G Thatcher, A Maharaj, K Richardson, D Slabbert, D van Rooyen, Z Soutar, S Yates, M Mphaphuli, K Modishane.
Back Row L–R: B Campbell, JM Gatwabuyege, R Drabile, C Voorendyk, J Morkel, S Mukwamu, A Malan, G Ionnou, M de Nobrega, N Fair.
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Social Outreach
“One of life’s great rules is that the more you give,
the more you get.”
As we come to the end of another year and I have
an opportunity to reﬂect on the Outreach initiatives
at the school, I am again humbled by the generosity
of the parents and boys of the Boys High community.
The Outreach initiatives of the school this year
have touched the lives of children at The Mohau
Centre, Kingdom Life Children’s home, The
Salvokop Street Shelter and the many adults who
rely on the Sunnyside Shelter and Soup Kitchen for
food and clothing.
We have continued with our regular stationery,
clothes and blankets and food collections. These
have become an integral part of our outreach and
the diﬀerent charities have come to depend on
our support. I was, once again, overwhelmed by
the response from the Boys High community. The
blanket drive this year was by far the most successful
we have had.
This year we initiated two new outreaches

– the comfort kits for rape victims and Santa’s
Christmas boxes. Both of these outreaches exceeded
my expectations. We were able to hand over 150
complete bags to the Epic Foundation. I believe that
through this we have made our boys more aware of
rape and abuse against women. It was also such a
pleasure to hand over 130 Christmas boxes to the
children at three orphanages, knowing that we have
made this time more enjoyable for the children. My
very sincere thanks go to all those who supported us
so generously.
I really do believe that it is important for us
to be involved in the community through these
initiatives. The boys learn some compassion
for others and they become more aware of how
privileged they are. I trust that 2014 will see an
even greater outpouring of generosity as we extend
our outreach initiatives.
Mrs P. Vlag
Master in charge

Handbags for rape victims
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THE BUSH SCHOOL

Kamoka

84

As the last rays of the setting sun fade from vermillion
to black and darkness descends on Wildebeest Gorge,
spots of lights appear, like ﬁreﬂies as headlamps
are switched on. Most are stationary but a few ﬂash
around frantically as tiny noises, ampliﬁed by the
silence, are investigated. The boys from camp 6 are
halfway through their extended thirty hour solitary.
After the successful pilot project in 2012, the
outdoor education programme was expanded
in 2013 and seven camps were run making it
possible for all the Form II boys to attend a three
week Bush School. The boys selected a camp that
best suited their extramural and family schedules.
Unfortunately, due to serious injuries or illness,
seven of the Form II’s did not attend any camps. For
the rest it was a once in a lifetime experience which
left a mark on them all.
The programme is designed to be tough and to
challenge the boys both physically and mentally.
They were deﬁnitely taken out of their comfort
zones and challenged to push themselves to beyond
where they thought they could go. Living on a
dollar a day for two days, having to walk to collect
water and ﬁrewood, cooking on open ﬁres taught
the boys an appreciation of what they have at home
and they become acutely aware of how millions of
people survive each day. Having to work sparingly
with resources taught the boys not to waste and how
to make a positive input on climate change. With
the hikes and 4.2km ostrich runs the boys became
ﬁtter and many realised the beneﬁts of a healthier
lifestyle. Having to wash their clothes by hand in
cold water and preparing for vigorous inspections
each day taught them independence and they also
appreciated what is done for them back home.
Watching spectacular sunsets and sunrises,
listening to the silence while on a solitary, seeing
the myriad of stars in the sky while sitting next to
a ﬁre in the early hours of the morning are some of
the experiences that were new for many of them.
Although the basic programme was the same for
each camp, the boys had to have their stories to tell,
so each camp had new, unique elements added. The
three day hike routes changed constantly, but one
element remained the same – the dreaded ascent
of Mount Pita on the second day. Polar Bear swims
at 05:30 were especially challenging, as the July
group found out. Culinary skills were put to the
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test when the boys had to prepare a gourmet meal
in the Master Chef challenge or make pizzas on
the open ﬁre. The extended solitary done after the
dollar-a-day experience was changed from twentyfour hours to thirty hours at the request of the boys.
In camp 6 a new award was introduced, namely the
“Spirit of Kamoka” award. The recipient was chosen
by the boys according to ten criteria. Edzani Kone
was the ﬁrst recipient of the award. Caleb Townsend
received it in camp 7. Edzani also set a new record
for the 4.2km time trial – a time of 14 minutes and 38
seconds. Slade Robinson achieved notoriety as being
the ﬁrst boy in the history of PBHS Bush School to be
bitten by a snake. The bite from the Beaked Stiletto
Adder resulted in Slade spending some time in
hospital having skin grafts on his ﬁnger.
On the last night of the three day hike the boys are
asked to write down what the experience had meant
for them. Here are some of their thoughts.
“Kamoka has some breathtaking scenery which
I have really enjoyed. I particularly liked the rock
pools while hiking next to the rivers.” Andrew
Delaney – Camp 4.
“A bad day in the bush is better than a good day
at school.” Michael Manley – Camp 4.
“During the past days at Kamoka I have built my
conﬁdence and in the process made new friends.”
John Im – Camp 5.
“I have only been here for three weeks and I have
learnt more about myself than in the fourteen years
I have been on this planet.” Thabang Sambo – Camp
6.
“Kamoka Bush School has not only taught me
how to survive but how to live.” – Ruan de Villiers
– Camp 7.
“Bush School is a place that changes strangers
into brothers.” Robert Golob – Camp 2.
“I have watched myself and my friends change
drastically. The cool guys are not so cool anymore
and some of the more quiet, reserved guys have
come out of their shells.” Alex Pienaar – Camp 2.
“My favourite thing was the solitaries where I
could look back at myself and then look forward to
make myself a better person.” Damian Cunningham
– Camp 3.
Thabang Khatide from Camp 6 wrote the
following poem during the 30 hour solitary and it
puts the Bush School experience in a nutshell.

A chance to be removed from our
Comfort zones. Best evidence for that is
Doing 30hr solitary alone.
A time to really get to know others
Diﬀerent races, religious values and more
At the end of the day we’re still brothers.

M Armstrong
Bush School Co-Ordinator

I don’t believe there’s any shortage
of fun and most of our ambitions
are to get a full house done.
The challenges have pushed me to limits
I haven’t explored.
Helped me work as a team with people
I wish I hadn’t ignored.

1

If you think you know a friend wait
Till “Dollar a day” when food is split by
Many and true colours will be shown your way.
There’s a certain beauty here, that I
Can’t quite explain.

THE BUSH SCHOOL

In short an experience to remember
Polar bears, Ostrich runs especially Braai
Fridays cause the meat was nice and tender.

On a personal note I would like to express my
gratitude to the staﬀ from Kamoka as well as the
“stooges” from Boys High who all helped make the
2013 Bush School Programme the success that it has
been and provide the boys with an experience which
they will remember for years to come.

Life is short, and time is not that long.
Be still now to hold onto precious
Things before your one dash is gone.
I’ve learnt to appreciate more, respect
More, love more and so many other things.
So not coming here, and getting out of
Your comfort zone this isn’t at least what
You’re missing.

2

You try lekker new things, learn to cook
Pap, wash your own clothes, clean after your
Mess. Such things we take for granted
Forgetting the extent of our blessings.
This trip I’ll never forget, nor my friends
I shared it with but as well as the
Friendly staﬀ I have met.
Coming to this place, I guarantee
You’ll never be the same, so no
It’s not a waste of time, it’s an
Experience you don’t want to forget.

3
1. Last man standing challenge in Fourie Dam
2. The boys from camp 3 making stick bread
3. The ﬁrst challenge – collecting ﬁrewood for hot water
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The Kudu group (camp 4) learning the importance of team work
Boys from Camp 7 bonding around the camp ﬁre
Making pizzas is always a highlight
Fierce competition from camp 4 boys on the Ostrich run
The Duiker group (camp 4) popping water balloons
Listening to the silence as the sun sets on the ﬁrst night
Enjoying the river on the ﬁrst day of the hike

THE BUSH SCHOOL

4

1

5

2

6

3
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Solving a problem during the potjiekos challenge
T K Khanyile reﬂecting on life during the thirty hour solitary
Where the journey begins – a long walk to camp awaits
Camp 1 boys in the cave
Practical ﬁrst aid – bush style
The Nyala group (camp 7) with their environmental project
Conquering Mount Pita on the second day of the hike

7
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‘SCENE’ AROUND BOYS HIGH

Humour
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‘SCENE’ AROUND BOYS HIGH

1. Anonymity at any ‘price’? “Maybe if I just stand
here, nobody will notice me!” (Steven Barber in
match against Maritzburg College).
2. "Balloons, balloons for good boys at Pollock. Roll up,
roll up" [Actually the good boy was Mr McBride
celebrating a signiﬁcant "round number" birthday]
3. Mr Housdon doing a little bit of pre-season ball
tampering – oops, wrong sport!
4. “I wish they would ﬁx the boarding house showers”.
(Form One boys being hosed down after completing
the muddy obstacle course).
5. Mr Armstrong does his Darwin impersonation in the
veld at Bush School.
6. When life gets too much, stick your head in an empty
KFC bucket and attach bunny ears! [Light relief
during an art practical exam]
7. “I’ll perfect this levitation thing, if it is the last thing
I do – just have to ﬁgure out where the hands go!”
8. Neptune emerges from the deep! (Kiel van
Vollenhoven at Bush School).
9. “Oh, I do wonder when we can go digital!” (Mr van
Wyk using some persuasion on the 1920s device used
to ring the bells – during the Remembrance Day
Service).
10. "Are you boys having a muddy marvellous time?"
[Aeronautical Society members doing the best kind
of Boys High PR by assisting a couple who found
themselves stuck in mud on a farm road. The gallant
helpers had just been on a ﬂying outing]
11. A bit of pre-marking Zen as Mr McBride
contemplates the Yin and Yang of maths exams.
12. “The Godfather shouldn’t have to pitch tents!”
(Form One boys on the camp held as part of their
orientation programme).

8

11

12
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MUSIC DEPARTMENT

Music
Four Schools’ Concert
This year marks the 25th anniversary of the Four
Schools’ Concert. However, more speciﬁcally, this
year also marks Dr Niel van der Watt’s 25th year of
involvement and co-ordination of this concert.
To do a quick calculation, ±500 pupils go through
the Four Schools’ Concert system every ﬁve years,
which means that Doc has had a direct inﬂuence
on the musical development of in excess of 2500
students, just with regards to the Four Schools’
Concert set-up alone.
I would, therefore, like to take this brief

opportunity to deeply thank Doc, on behalf of all
the singers and musicians behind me, as well as on
behalf of those who have gone before us, for all the
arrangements, rehearsals, ideas, patience, inﬁnite
knowledge and hours of co-ordination that you
have given to the four schools.
Ladies and gentlemen, boys and girls, could we
please give a resounding applause for our very own
Dr Niel Van Der Watt!
Jay Cowie

Matric Results 2012
The ﬁfteen boys who took music as a subject in 2012,
were in a class of their own. They produced one of
the highest music averages in recent times, 86.6%,
the lowest mark being 71% and the highest 100%.
We now have living proof that one can achieve 100%
for music. Special congratulations to Jared Beukes
for this ﬁrst in the long and illustrious musical
history of the school. Jared played two instruments,
piano and clarinet, could write a perfect melody,
harmonise ﬂawlessly and not a single “musicgeneral-knowledge” fact evaded his attention. (He
has been used as an example to the current boys:
“Well, if Jared could do it …”).
Much in the same category is our Renaissance

Man, Jamie Gous, who obtained 97% and
coupled with all his other athletic and leadership
achievements, is a remarkable man in his own right.
Both boys have gone on to study BSc Actuarial
Sciences, and continue to play and perform music.
Lourens de Beer achieved a staggering 95%, Philip
Grant 92%, Floris Bonafede and Benjamin Racionzer
both 91%. Dale Smith obtained 89%, Dean Mills
88%, Ross Coetzee and Joshua Stier 85% each,
Jeannot Blum 81% and Nicolas Venter and Evan
Havenga 80%. Two boys achieved a B-symbol,
William Scott and Ernest Uys. The current class
will be hard pressed to achieve similar results, but
the challenge is out there.

Orchestra

Front Row L– R: E Soar, E Shuttleworth, R Finlayson, P Roux, J Cowie, Dr N van der Watt (Conductor), A Horton, P Wombo, S Park, I Salie,
S Fobian, A Koessler, A Jordaan, L Masters.
Second Row L–R: S Jenkins, J Lobo, D La, S Kim, D Slogrove, K Malele, O Eggers.
Third Row L–R: T Fraser, C van der Westhuizen, D den Hartog, P Kim, B Coetzee, A Retter, M Glover, M Blignaut, J Mills, A Valente, L Haskins,
C Williams, Y Kim.
Back Row L–R: G Dreyer, I van der Vyver, I Benn, R Hoekstra, W Smuts, M Gous, K Hendriks, N Fair, C Hwang, S van Zyl, K Nicolaides,
J Holdt.
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The staﬀ remained unchanged except for the return
of Mr Matthew Lombard (saxophone) in the middle
of the year. He successfully completed his Masters’
studies in Manchester at the RCM. Congratulations!
A word of thanks to Mr Kyran Matthews, who stood
in as saxophone teacher for a year. His enthusiasm,
extreme competence and ceaseless energy had an
immense impact on all the saxophone students and
the rest of the music department. Thank you and
good luck for all the new ventures in Manchester.
The full time compliment remains: Dr Niel van
der Watt, Mrs Yvonne Reyburn, Mr Abrie Jordaan,
Ms Mathilda Hornsveld and Mr Phillip Loots. Thank

you for all your hard work and support. The parttime music staﬀ plays a pivotal role in the music
department. No music making will be achieved
without them. They are:
Lizet Smith (clarinet), Handri Loots, Bobbie
van der Watt, Pierre Tolsma (all ﬂute), Jeﬀ Cole
(trumpet), William Bishop (trombone), Camilia Onea
(violin), Judith Klins (viola), Katia Sokolova (cello),
Marike Prins (double bass) and last but not least,
Lorette van Zyl (French horn). Lorette is also the
Form I accompanist and I would like to thank and
congratulate her especially for the amazing work she
has done with the Form Is. Long may it continue!

Achievements
There were many and varied musical achievements
this year. Matthew Lombard (saxophone teacher
and old boy 2005/6) came second in the National
Wind Competition held in July. Congratulations!
A number of boys were selected for the National
Youth Orchestra in the same month, namely SungEun Park (violin), Lizo Masters (double bass) and
Armandt Horton (percussion for a second year).
This is a superb achievement if one considers that
the boys compete with university music students
across the country for a place in this prestigious
orchestra. This is also one of our criteria for
Honours for Music which these boys achieved as
well.
There were a large number of boys who played
Royal School Practical examinations in two sessions
in the year. Provided that the boys were also fully

involved in the musical life of the school, a Grade
7 pass results in Half Colours and a Grade 8 pass
renders Full Colours. In the latter category the boys
are: Jay Cowie (violin), Richard Finlayson (clarinet),
Seth Fobian (voice), Armandt Horton (saxophone
and percussion), Adrian Koessler (viola and
bassoon), Lizo Masters (saxophone), Sung-Eon Park
(piano and violin), Imtiaz Salie (clarinet), Ethanne
Soar (cello), Duncan Thomas (voice), Paul Wombo
(trumpet), Samuel Cohen (saxophone), Brett Giddy
(saxophone), Rendardt Hoekstra (piano, cello and
clarinet), Seonggeun Kim (ﬂute), Thabang Letsoalo
(saxophone), Michael-John Reeler (piano), Michael
Gous (cello), Cameron Williams (saxophone).
Two years ago we reported with pride that there
were two boys who obtained Grade 8 on two diﬀerent
instruments, now it seems almost commonplace.

MUSIC DEPARTMENT

Staff matters

Clarinet Quartet

Front Row L–R: I Salie, N Fair, Mrs L Smith (Teacher-In-Charge), L Masters, B Coetzee.
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Musical Events
In a year when it is Boys High’s turn to present the
Four Schools’ Concert, the musical calendar always
looms larger than usual. The year 2013 was no
exception. At the end of the ﬁrst term, the café concert,
called “Café Classique”, dazzled and entertained the
audience. The complete programme is presented as
part of this report. Thank you to all involved in this

huge undertaking, especially Janice Kingsley, Steﬀani
Krüger, Jane Beacham, Moira Hofmeyr, Katrina Dodds,
Amelia Robinson, Philip Loots, Yvonne Reyburn, Mr
and Mrs Horton and all the other parents who helped
in various capacities. Of course, the concert cannot
happen without the boys and music teachers, so thank
you to each and every one.

Café Classique
Programme

DIXIE BAND
Basin Street Blues
Punini’s Kwela
Sing, Sing, Sing
Tin Roof Blues
Piper’s Patrol

Niel van der Watt
S Spencer
N van der Watt
L Prima
L Rappolo
Traditional

STRING QUINTET
Ladies in Lavender
Tango

Judith Klins
N Hess
M McClean

SALON BOYS
El Choclo
City of my Dreams

Judith Klins
A Villoldo arr. P Loots
R Siecznski arr. P Loots

Starter
Cheese and Biscuits
CLARINET QUARTET
Mission Imposs ible

SAXOPHONE QUARTET
Super Mario Themes

Lizet Smith
L Schifrin arr. P Murtha

Ain’t no Rock Gonna Shout for Me
Lord, I stretch My Hand to You
Homeward Bound
She’s always a Woman
Some Nights
Ndingen’ Emudumisweni
iDouble Breasted Jacket

L Larson
J Althouse
M Keen
B Joel
Arr. N van der Watt
FUN arr. F Prinsloo
Traditional
Traditional

Dessert and Coffee or Tea
Dainty Sweets
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Lord of the Rings: Themes
Scilliano
Andante
Serenade
Finale

Niel van der Watt
H Shore
M v. Paradis
J Haydn
WA Mozart
L v. Beethoven
Arr. C Woodhouse
Levels
Avvici
Protectors of the Earth
Two Steps from Hell
(All arrangements: N van der Watt)

Kyran Matthews
K Kondo arr. K Matthews

Main Course
Beef Lasagne and Green Salad
CHOIR

Lhente-Mari Pitout
Yvonne Reyburn

The amazing production of “Fiddler on the Roof”
was the second, large-scale, collaborative musical
happening. It will be covered extensively elsewhere
but mention must be made of the music boys’ and
music staﬀ’s involvement. Many boys from the choir
become members of the production team and our
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full time accompanist, Mathilda Hornsveld, is not
only the musical producer but also the repitateur,
vocal coach, conductor and pianist. (And main
disciplinarian and prop-builder, painter and general
factotum). This uniquely, remarkable person and
musical genius has, with the director Amanda van

end of the concert season at the school. Again, the
full programme is presented in these pages so that
the standard but also the spirit of the concert can be
absorbed. To all intents and purposes, the concerts
were a resounding success. All participating
conductors, accompanists, organisers and teachers
agree that it was one of the most smooth-running
concerts in recent times.
There are too many people to thank individually, so
a general and sincere word of thanks to each and every
person involved. Special mention was made of Dr van
der Watt’s twenty-ﬁve years of involvement in the
Four Schools’ Concert. (Careful calculation from 1988,
actually renders 26 years). Long may this remarkable
collaboration between four rival schools continue! It
surely is unique in the country, if not the world.

An die Musik
PROGRAMME
(PBHS Dixie Band – continuity artist)
PRETORIA HIGH SCHOOL FOR GIRLS
Koor
Combined Junior and Senior Choir
Charlotte Botha
Out of the Stars
P Tiefenbach, arr. C Botha
PRETORIA HIGH SCHOOL FOR GIRLS
Orchestra
Valerie Hohls
Grease
J Higgins arr. E Clayton
AFRIKAANSE HOËR SEUNSKOOL
Konsertorkes
Floris Smith
My Fair Lady
F Loewe, verw. J Moss
AFRIKAANSE HOËR SEUNSKOOL
Koor
Ferdinand Liebenberg
Arena
P van Zyl
AFRIKAANSE HOËR MEISIESSKOOL
Simfonie-orkes
Pieter van Zyl
Wilhelm Tell Overture
G Rossini, verw. J Lehmeier
AFRIKAANSE HOËR MEISIESSKOOL
Koor
Renette Bouwer, Yvonne Reyburn
Americano/Dance Again S Germanto et al, verw. P Mclea
PRETORIA BOYS HIGH SCHOOL
Choir
Lhente-Mari Pitout, Yvonne Reyburn
Ain’t No Rock Gonna’ Shout For Me
L Larson
Homeless
P Simon/J Tshabalala
PRETORIA BOYS HIGH SCHOOL

Symphony Orchestra
Niel van der Watt
Theme from Lord of the Rings
H Shore, arr. N van der Watt
COMBINED PROGRAMME
1 Pomp and Circumstance
E Elgar
Orchestra
2 Highland Cathedral
C Korb
Orchestra and Bagpipes
Piper: Estian Zietsman
3 Benedictus
K Jenkins
Choir and Orchestra
4 I Dreamed a Dream
C Schönberg
Choir and Orchestra
5 Bawo Tixo Somandla
Traditional
Choir
6 Wonder Bo Wonder C de Villiers/Heuwels Fantasties
Koor en Orkes
7 Skyfall
A Adkins
Choir and Orchestra
8 Pompeii
Bastille
Choir and Orchestra
(All orchestral arrangements by Niel van der Watt)

MUSIC DEPARTMENT

Zyl, again created a memorable top-class production.
Congratulations and thank you!
Next, in August, came the Music-and-Light show,
an event that showcases the larger musical groups of
the music department against the splendid backdrop
of the school. An innovation this year, brought the
organ outside which served the role of continuity
artist. Mr Philip Loots, our organist, obliged, with
some help from individuals and a solo performance
to keep the audience entertained while the Pipe
Band, Gumboot Dancers, Dixie Band, Choir and
Orchestra approached the “stage”. Thank you to the
Parents’ Association and especially Mrs Maureen
van Wyk for all their hard work and dedication.
The Four Schools’ Concert, “An die Musik”, was
hosted at PBHS from 15–17 September marking the

CONDUCTORS
Niel van der Watt
Lhente-Mari Pitout
Charlotte Botha
Ferdinand Liebenberg
Pieter van Zyl
Valerie Hohls
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String Quintet

Front Row L–R: J Cowie, A Jordaan, L Masters, E Soar, A Koessler.

Salon Ensemble

Front Row L–R: C Williams, C Alho, L Masters.
Back Row L–R: Mr P Loots (Master-in-Charge), M Gous.
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The Dixie Band had an active year with many
performances in and around Pretoria but fewer
further aﬁeld. The cost of transport is fast
becoming prohibitive for any touring venture. The
performances include: Commencement Ceremony,
New Parents’ Braai, Phobians Race, Café Concert,
Montessori School, Manna Church (White River),
Old Boys Dinner, Jaﬀa Retirement Centre, PBHS
Assembly, Musaion Lunch Hour Concert, Bible
Society Concert, St Peter’s Retirement Centre,
Biltong Fees, Music and Light Show, Four Schools’
Concert, Art Exibition at the Greek Hall and the
Final Assembly.
Two of these performances were particularly
memorable. The ﬁrst was at a new venue, namely
the St Peter’s Retirement Centre in Garsfontein.
Our contact there was Mr Pierre Beguin, one of the
most senior and loyal old boys, who has served on

the Old Boys’ Association for many years. What
made this occasion special, was the magical fusion
of youth and age: the band, enjoyed performing
music from an era that they surely knew nothing
about, and the audience soaked up the music from
their era without really understanding the boys. The
other special performances were those at the Four
Schools’ Concert where the Dixie Band was the
continuity artist at the four concerts. With the new
format of the Four Schools’ Concert, the Dixie Band
only gets a chance to perform once every four years
when the concert is at PBHS.
Again as always, we say goodbye to the matrics:
Paul Wombo, our fantastic trumpeter, Tuscon John,
our laid-back drummer and Richard Finlayson,
our, well, naughty clarinettist. Thank you for your
enormous contribution to the 2013 Dixie Band. We
will miss you.

Dixie Band

MUSIC DEPARTMENT

Dixie Band

On the ﬂoor L–R: Aiden Mulder, Brett Giddy.
Seated L–R: Paul Wombo, Tuscan John, Richard Finlayson.
Standing L–R: David den Hartog, Walter Smuts, Michael Gous, Dr. Niel van der Watt, Rendert Hoekstra, Gerrit Dreyer.
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1

2

3
1. Four members of the Saxophone Quartet
2. Dixie Band at Commencement Ceremony
3. Richard Finlayson and Paul Wombo having a musical
conversation
4. Café Concert 2013

4
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The orchestra had a busy year and was also stretched
as a result of the production. A special word of thank
to the boys, many of whom were matrics, who
played in the production orchestra.
The orchestra’s activities centred around
the major musical events: Café Concert, School
Production, Music and Light Show and the Four
Schools’ Concert. The other performances include
those of Assembly, The Bible Society Concert (with
Girls High and Meisies Hoër) and the short concert
tour to White River in Mpumalanga. The latter was
possibly the highlight for the boys. We performed
at the Manna Fellowship Church just outside
White River for the Rotary Club. The proceeds of
the concert, which were considerable, went to a
charitable organisation which Rotarians support.
The church and its facilities are amazing and the

concert was a great success.
The full repertoire is listed in the Café Concert
programme, but the favourite pieces this year
were: “Levels” (Avvicci), “Protectors of the Earth”
(Two steps from Hell) and the old-time favourite,
“Thomas from Lord of the Rings”. Sadly, we had
to say goodbye to the matrics: Jay Cowie (leader),
Richard Finlayson (clarinet), Seth Fobian (cello),
Armandt Horton (percussion), Adam Jordaan
(violin), Adrian Koessler (bassoon), Lizo Masters
(double bass), Sung-Eon Park (violin), Phillip
Roux (french horn), Imtiaz Salie (clarinet), Ethanne
Soar (cello), Paul Wombo (trumpet) and Evan
Shuttleworth (trombone).
They will all be sorely missed. It is hard to believe
that the orchestra will survive their departure
however, we will do our best.

Brass Choir

MUSIC DEPARTMENT

Orchestra

Front Row L–R: J Holdt, C Hwang, Mr P Loots (Master-in-Charge), P Wombo, I van der Vyver.
Back Row L–R: S van Zyl, G Dreyer, I Benn, G Jenkins, W Smuts.
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Ensemble groups
The Wind Band, largely due to a lack of interest and
commitment from the boys, was disbanded in the
ﬁrst term. Though this is a pity from an educational
point of view, all the musical groups, large and
small, run on the enthusiasm and goodwill of the
boys and parents. If a particular group is no longer
viable it will simply cease to exist.
The Salon Boys, in contrast, have gone from
strength to strength and have performed more widely
and with great aplomb. Some of the highlights were
at Café Concert, the Biltong Fees, the Eye Institute
function and the Fifty Year-on Assembly. Thank
you to Claudio Alho, Cameron Williams, Lerato
Masters, Michael Gous and of course, Philip Loots,
the master-in-charge and arranger of the music.
The clarinet Quartet and Trio continued their
activities and performed here, there and everywhere.
The saxophone quartets have grown to three, though
the senior one had most of the performances (Café
Concert, On Tour to White River, Assembly and
the Bible Society concert). The two guitar quartets

Conclusion
A special word of thanks to Mrs Miranda Horton,
our main-music-mother who has supported the
Music Department with ﬂair and panache. We will
certainly miss your dedicated work behind the
scenes.
Thank you to all the teachers and boys for their
dedication and hard work. May the music we shared

Guitar Ensemble Senior

Front Row L–R: K Gersteling, M Swart, T John, P Roux, G
Kirkcaldy.
Back Row L–R: Mr A Jordaan (Master-in-Charge)
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performed at various functions and also participated
in the Beeld Eistedfodd. There were also two active
string quartets in 2013, who performed regularly.
The senior quartet had the distinction of playing at a
special farewell function for Mrs Helené de Clerque
(GDE) at Norwood Place in Johannesburg. This
performance was kept a complete secret from Mrs de
Clerque who was entirely overwhelmed when she
entered the dining room to the quartet’s rendition
of “Ladies in Lavender”. It helped that the Director
of Education, Mr Prince Masilo, was in attendance!
The highlight for the boys was, obviously, the food
they enjoyed with the other guests.
The Brass choir continues to perform at every
Friday Assembly, oﬃcial ceremonies and also the
Music and Light Show. Thank you to these dedicated
boys and our organist, Mr Philip Loots.
Thank you to all the matrics who are leaving the
ensemble groups. Many of the groups will disappear
with your departure but from the ashes shall rise a
phoenix!

The Pretorian

remain in their memories.
A special word of thanks to the matrics. You are
all amazing people and we, in the music department
who remain behind, will miss you.
Dr Niel van der Watt
Head of Department: Music

Guitar Ensemble Junior

Front Row L–R: I van der Vyver, K Gersteling, Mr A Jordaan
(Master-in-Charge), L Strydom, G Kirkcaldy.

Front Row L–R: P Kim, S Park, C Hwang, R Hoekstra.
1. The Choir in
contemplative
mood at Café
Concert
2. Where is
Rufus?
3. The Orchestra
at the Music
and Light
Show
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String Quartet
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2
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Choir
In a year in which we produce a major musical
production at the school, the choir is always a little
under pressure due to the fact that a lot of the same boys
support both activities. Nevertheless, the choir had a
successful year with growing numbers and excellent
performances. Performances included singing at the
Café Concert, at the Cantatuks Choir Festival, the
Sixty Year-On Reunion, the Music and Light Show,
Lunch Hour Concert at UP, the Gala Concert, the Four
Schools’ Concert, Valediction, Final Assembly and
the Carol Service. The choir tour to Kwa-Zulu Natal
had to be curtailed at the last minute due to ﬁnancial

constraints, and to top it all, the bus broke down on
Sunday morning causing the choir to miss the church
service in Volksrust where they were due to perform.
Thank you to all the boys involved and
especially the very committed choir committee
under the leadership of Seth Fobian. Thank you
also to Mrs Lhente-Mari Pitout, the conductor, Mrs
Yvonne Reyburn, the accompanist and Mr Wesley
Koekemoer, the organiser. Without your dedication
the choir would not survive.

The choir, under the leadership of the chairperson
Seth Fobian, had another awesome year. The
concept of having a choir consisting of one hundred
members was put in place this year. This worked
especially well as the choir always had enough
singers available for performances such as the UP
Youth Choir Festival, Café Concert and the Four
Schools’ Concert, hosted by PBHS.
The highlights of the year include the overnight
tour to Newcastle to give an invitational performance
and perform alongside the University of Pretoria
Youth Choir and the Kokopelli Youth Choir from

Canada who toured SA in August 2013.
Special thanks go to our amazingly talented
conductor, Mrs Lhente-Mari Pitout, without whom
we would have no direction; our lovely accompanist,
Mrs Yvonne Reyburn; the dedicated choir members
and especially our Master in Charge, Mr Wesley
Koekemoer, for his contribution to the choir. A warm
welcome is extended to our incoming Masters in
Charge, Mrs Bianca Nel and Mr Zakes Jiyane. The
choir’s future only gets brighter.

Dr Niel van der Watt

Neo Moerane

Choir

Front Row L– R: D Thomas, R Qi, N Dlamini, J van Loggerenberg, L de Wee, K Petersen, C Cornwell, S Fobian, Mrs L-M Pitout (Conductor),
Mr W Koekemoer (Organiser), A Horton, R Pienaar, D van Wyk, Y Ngubegusha, K Mpipi, T Ntlatleng.
Second Row L–R: J Idowu, G Thatcher, D Slogrove, J Olusegun, C Williams, D Oosthuizen, N Moerane, L Ndlovu, K Malele, M Masemenye,
J Harper, S Burger, H Lewis, J Paradza.
Third Row L–R: J de Kock, J Coles, S Russell, T Modi, M Mphaphuli, K Modishane, M Rakometsi, K Oliphant, N Phiri, L Hope-Southerton,
W Collins, K Neocosmos, L Kgofelo, A Viljoen, C van der Westhuizen, F Dilapisho.
Back Row L–R: C Kinimi, T Shai, C Voorendyk, M Mukhari, K Korf, C Kleynhans, R Joubert, R Hoekstra, M-J Reeler, T Letsoalo, I van der Vyver,
K Mocheko, K Nicolaides, D Petersen, W Thomas, B Crofton-Ball, K Matthews.
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2
1. Dr Niel van
der Watt: “Is
a rehearsal
outside really a
good idea?”
2. Salon Boys
concentrating
3. Dixie Band in
funky pants at
Café Concert
4. Orchestra
in action at
Assembly
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School Production
Fiddler on the Roof
Cast

In order of appearance
Fiddler
Tevye
Yente
Avram
Nahum the Beggar
Lazar Wolf the Butcher
Mendel the Rabbi’s Son
Rabbi
Russian Constable
Russian Priest
Russian Tenor
Sphrintze
Golde
Hodel
Bielke
Tzeitel
Chava
Motel
Mordcha the Inn Keeper
Perchik
Grandma Tzeitel
Fruma Sarah
Shandel – Motel’s Mother
Yussel the Hat Maker
Sasha
Fyedka

Chorus

Russian Extras
Dohyuk Im
MJ Reeler
Michaela Smit
Darren Terblanche
Duane van Wyk
Thato Ntlatleng
Kimon Nicolaides
Curtis Cornwall
Kagiso Mpipi
Kgosi Moatshe
Matthew Otto
Azile Mdleleni
Max le Roux
Kelly Glover
Nicole Housdon
Ailyn Nienaber
Vaschel Naidoo
Rendert Hoekstra
Matthew Esteves
Calvin Howard
Jenny da Costa
Ellen Heydenrych
Abigail Visser
Fred Dilapisho
Alex Hays
Liam Robinson

Arantxa Blecher
Bakang Mangoengane
Cheree Janse van Rensburg
Denise Kabugujo
Gift Baloyi
Kia Monyoko
Larise Krishnan
Laurentia Bopela
Lelani Mbukwane
Luthando Dube
Malaika Eyoh
Maricelle Immelman
Masego Raseroka
Mbali Maphlala
Micaela Cox
Phumzile Mukhari
Ruby McGregor Langley
Sharon Peters
Mitchell Black – Understudy
Tevye and Lazar Wolf
James Paradza
Coert van der Westhuizen
Mulao Mphaphuli
Malesela Masenya
Daegan Oosthuizen
Yolo Ngubegusha
Neo Moarane
Raine Pienaar
Wayde Thomas
Evan Paul
Nkosinathi Dlamini
Liam Housdon
Eber Mutafya
Yeshiva Boys
Liam Housdon
Eber Mutafya
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Alex Hays
Stephen Robinson

Orchestra
Violin I

Violin II
Viola
Violoncello
Double Bass
Flute
Clarinet
Bassoon
Horn
Trumpet
Percussion
Accordion
Synth

Technical Support Team
Stage Managers

Nicholas Duarte
Khetani Oliphant

Jay Cowie
SungEun Park
Jason Mills
Adriàn Koessler
Chamond Hwang
Ethanne Soar
Seth Fobian
Lizo Masters
SeongGeun Kim
Imtiaz Salie
Lerato Masters
Adrian Koessler
Joshua Holdt
Paul Wombo
Armandt Horton
Claudio Alho
Mathilda Hornsveld

Stephanie van Zyl
Sherilee Bench
Nicholas Mickel

Technical Stage Manager
Stage Crew:
Unathi Chonco, Matthew Baker, Darrel Rouse,
Tumelo Shai, Gomolemo Mahuma, Ethan Louw,
Richard van Schalkwyk
Follow Spotters:
Daniel Fryer, Tyler Riggs, Tyron Denton
Projection Operators:
Kossy Obodozie
PHSG Operator

Sound Assistants

Junior Mofokeng, Mokgalo Petje, Thabang Letsoalo,
Shirna Beharri, Samantha Black, Tsholofelo Mamogale,
Banele Motshweni, Tabo Mwela, Mona-Lisa Gwede,
Letsobana Ledwaba, Melissa Botha, Abigail Smit,
Shannon Wardlaw, Molemo Motau, Ashley Wilson

Property Masters

Thando Ntisa, Lulutho Mkosi, Tumi Letebele, Nombulelo
Ntuli, Basetsana Mamogale, McKyle Clarke, Lili Smit,
Karabo Selepe, Lufuno Sigwadi
Dressers: Dudu Kasonkola, Lebo Madisha, Vhoni
Radzilani, Saskia Schuttenberg, Chanè Engelbrecht,
Tamryn Stewart

Tevye agrees to the match during a rowdy scene in
the tavern where everybody drinks “To Life”. When
Tzeitel begs him not to let her marry Lazar Wolf but
rather the poor tailor, Motel, with who she has been
in love for over a year, he relents but that puts him in
an awkward position as he has to get past Golde ﬁrst.
The very funny ‘Dream’ sequence gets him out of
that dilemma. Tzeitel and Motel get married under
a canopy while the company sings the well-known
“Sunrise, Sunset”. But, the wedding celebration is
interrupted by the Constable and a group of Russians
who bring an end to the festivities by destroying
the wedding gifts and tables laden with food. This
marks the start of Jewish persecution all over Russia
and speciﬁcally in Anatevka. His second daughter,
Hodel, falls in love with a revolutionary Jewish
student from Kiev named Perchik. When Perchik
is called back to Kiev he asks Hodel to marry him
and she happily agrees. The couple then tells Tevye
that they’re engaged and would like his blessing on
their upcoming marriage. He is enraged that they
did not ask his permission but in the end he gives
them “my blessing and my permission”. As it is his
second daughter he sees in ‘love’ it drives him to
ask Golde in the lovely duet: “Do you love me?”.
Hodel leaves to join Perchik, who in the meantime
has been arrested, in Siberia. She says her goodbye

“If I were a rich man Daiddle deedle dum” Tevye (MJ Reeler) dreams
of being a wealthy man!

“Dancing … Well, it’s not exactly a forbidden, but …” The Rabbi
(Curtis Cornwall) trying to keep the peace at the wedding.
The Pretorian
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Fiddler on the Roof is a musical based on a book by
Joseph Stein about a small Jewish community living
in Anatevka, Russia in 1905, on the eve of the big
Russian Revolution. The story mainly revolves
around a poor milk man called Tevye. Tevye has
a very close relationship with God, with whom
he has these wonderful and often most amusing
conversations and he believes very ﬁrmly in the
upkeep of the Jewish traditions. The show starts with
the song “Tradition” which already sets the tone of
what it means to be Jewish. He loves his family and
is willing to bend the traditions – only slightly – to
accommodate his daughters as they fall in love with
men of their choice. In the ﬁrst scene the three oldest
daughters dream of getting a wonderful husband
in “Matchmaker, matchmaker”. He is married to
Golde who he has to constantly remind that he is
actually the ‘man of the house’, which of course
neither she nor the audience really believes. He
has ﬁve daughters. This is somewhat embarrassing
to him to have ﬁve daughters and no son but, he
nevertheless loves them with all his heart. He does
dream of being able to provide well for his family
in the famous “If I were a Rich Man”. A wedding
for his eldest daughter, Tzeitel is arranged by the
town’s matchmaker, Yente to a man many years her
senior, Lazar Wolf, “a good man, a wealthy man”.
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School Production
to her father with the moving song “Far from the
home I love”. Motel ﬁnally manages to purchase
a sewing machine which causes quite a stir in the
little town and everybody descends on his shop to
congratulate him. On his way to the shop, Tevye
sees his third daughter, Chava in conversation with
a young Russian called Fyedka, with whom she has
fallen in love. He forbids her to ever talk to or see
the young man again in no uncertain terms. Soon
after, Golde informs Tevye that Chava has left the
house that morning and that she and Fyedka were
married by the Russian priest. Tevye sings the heart
breakingly beautiful song “Little Chavaleh” as he
reﬂects on his daughter as a little girl but refuses to
accept and acknowledge his daughter and her new
husband. He makes it clear that “Chava is dead to
us” because she married outside of the faith. In the
ﬁnal scenes of the musical the Constable informs the
Jews that they had three days to pack up and leave
Anatevka and Russia. The company greets their little
town with the song “Antatevka” before departing to
places all over the world.
This musical is a celebration of mankind’s
resilience in times of trouble and adversity; his
ability to start all over again somewhere else; his
never ending optimism and hope; his love for family
and friends.

3
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1. “Before I go, there is a question I wish to discuss with you.” Perchik
(Calvin Howard) about to propose to Hodel (Kelly Glover)
2. “If Tzeitel marries Lazar Wolf I pity them both.” Frumah-Sarah
(Ellen Heydendrych) tells Tevye (MJ Reeler) what she’ll do to his
daughter if she marries her widower.
3. “It was a miracle! It was a miracle.” Motel (Rendert Hoekstra)
declares after Tevye gave his permission for him to marry Tzeitel
(Ailyn Nienaber)
4. “Here they are, Golde, wonderful boys, both learned boys, from good
families …” Yente (Michaela Smit) trying to persuade Golde to
betroth her daughters Sphrintze (Azile Mdleleni) and Bielke (Nicole
Housdon) to the two Yeshiva boys (Eber Mutafya and Liam Housdon)

7
5. Hodel (Kelly Glover), the Chava Stand in (Holly Dercksen) and
Tzeitel (Ailyn Nienaber) re-living their youth in the “Little
Chavaleh” scene
6. “Drink, L’chaim to life!” Tevye (MJ Reeler) and Lazar Wolf (Thato
Ntlatleng) celebrate their agreement with the town’s men (Raine
Pienaar, Kimon Nicolaides, Mitchell Black, James Paradza, Yolo
Ngubegusha and Fred Dilapisho)
7. “I belong to Anatevka. Dear little village, little town of mine” Lazar
Wolf (Thato Ntlatleng) laments the fact that the Jews have to leave
Anatevka.
8. Tevye and his family prepare to leave their village.
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One Act Play Festival
Inter-house Play Festival Programme
ABERNETHY
presents
SHERLOCK HOLMES AND THE MYSTERY OF THE
AQUILLA DIAMOND
by
Sid Rivers
(Adapted by Duncan Thomas)
Edited by Kim Williams and Roshin Williams
Directed by:
Duncan Thomas
Cast:
Sherlock
Duncan Thomas
Dr Watson
MJ Reeler
Lady Aquilla
Siya Didiza
Cook
Gian-Paolo Buffo
Narrator
Maritz Blignaut
“Director”
Wayde Thomas
Crampton
Ryan Nortje
Extras:
Ruslynn Appana
Johaniel Lamprecht
Raheel Kirpal
Darrol Drabile
Technical Crew:
Boys High Technical Support Team

ARCADIA
presents
GOSSIP
by
DM Larson
(Adapted by Mitchell Black and Imtiaz Salie)
Director:
Imtiaz Salie
Co-director:
Mitchell Black
Cast:
Bula
Ruben Mpanya
Steve
Coert van der Westhuizen
Monte
Kimon Nicolaides
Jason
Joseph Idowa
Fanie
Brandon van Veenhuyzen
Mr Grass
Harry Davies
Mr Phillips
Imtiaz Salie
Extras:
Form 1’s
Technical Crew:
Boys High Technical Support Team
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ARMSTRONG
presents
THE ACTOR’S NIGHTMARE
by
Christopher Durang
(Adapted by Evan Shuttleworth)
Evan Shuttleworth

Directors:
Cast:
George Spelvin
Josh Olusegun
Max
Jason van Heerden
Sarah Siddons
Matthew Otto
James Terry
Emmanual Olusegun
Mary Anderson
Thobekani Khanyile
Susan Barstow
Garnet Müller
Henry Irving
Josh Harper
Announcer
Evan Paul
Executioner
Darrel Rouse
Balcony:
David Mahlangu
Chris du Toit
Praise Majwafi
Ethan Oberholster
Dorian Gibson
Itumeleng Nkoana
Aravind Paul
Murray Waldeck
Crowd:
Leandro Matos
Dylan Kapnias
Kenan Campbell
Sebastian Priest
Technical Crew:
Boys High Technical Support Team

MATHESON
presents
“X”
by
Jason Smilovic
(Adapted by Nkosinathi Dlamini and Nazirite Tam)
Director:
Nkosinathi Dlamini
Cast:
Barber
Nkosinathi Dlamini
Johnny
Kibidi Neocosmos
Curtis
Tyron Sanders
Diane
Zander van Zweel
Daniel Young
Lee da Encarnacao
Thug 1
Sebastian Scheepers
Thug 2
Greg da Encarnacao
Assassin
Karabo Modishane
Kibidi
Nazirite Tam
Referee
Cameron Kissoon
Coach
Jason Klein
Daniel
Curtis Cornwall
Technical Crew:
Boys High Technical Support Team

1

3
1.
2.
3.
4.

Armandt Horton
Shaquil Sutton
Gustav Jansen
Calvin Erasmus
Michael Oyedipe
Luc de Robillard
Gustav Jansen
Dito Diholo

TOWN
presents
RED SUBMARINE
by
Dayeh Qi
Director:
Dayeh Qi
Cast:
Walter
Connor Henry
Susan
Raine Pienaar
Ben
Quinton MacDonald
Co-worker
Brendan Cottrell
Boss
Davishkar Moopanar
John Fox
Achuma Ngelanga
Civilian
Waheed du Pont
Lifeguard
Richard Bettman
Technical Crew:
Sound
Robin Ephraim
Boys High Technical Support Team

CULTURAL ACTIVITIES

Director:
Cast:
Ananis
Mutik
Waheed
Teacher
Mr McLovin
Mommy
Coach
Davem

HOFMEYR
presents
NATGEO SCHOOL GROUNDS
by
Gustav Jansen
Gustav Jansen and Armandt Horton

2

4
Sunnyside House play: Giovanni Mazzone and James Paradza
Town House play: Davishkar Moopanar and Brendan Cottrell
Sunnyside House play: Liam Robinson and Duane van Wyk
Armstrong House play from left to right: Jason van Heerden, Garnet Müller, Joshua Olusegun, Darrel Rouse and Emmanuel Olusegun
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One Act Play Festival
RISSIK
presents
COLOURS OF ZEFFTOWN
by
M Purkey
(A modern adaptation of SOPHIATOWN by Kgosi Moatshe)
Director:
Kgosi Moatshe and Thato Ntlatleng
Cast:
Jakes
Thato Ntlatleng
Mingus Khumalo
Yolo Ngubegusha
Mr Fahfee
Kagiso Mpipi
Ruth Golden
Michael-John Anderson
Lulu Khumalo
Kyle Tiley
Mama Khumalo
Damien Cunningham
Princess
Gregan Kirkham
Charlie
Temo Buys
Barman
Matthew Esteves
G-Men:
Ethan Louw
Tumelo Shai
Ryan Carlson
William Gersteling
Stefan van Wyk
Dakota Robinson
Justin Morkel
Extras:
Duma Ngwenya, Thlogi Ramufuthula, Liam Rochford,
Jack Martin, Rocco van Zyl, Robert Kennerley, Gregor
Simpson, Rufus Nvuyo, Deagan Oosthuizen, Tristan Batt,
Daniel Zottl, Mulalo Mphaphuli
Technical Crew:
Nick Mickel and his boys

SCHOOL
presents
THE SEVEN SONS
by
Greg Russill, Mashao Mukhari and Stellios Ayiotis
Directors:
Greg Russill
Mashao Mukhari
Stellios Ayiotis
Cast:
James
Tim Thompson
Liam
Jason Lazarus
Garth
Motheo Moroane
Chad
Gcina Mndebele
Michael
Josh Singer
Jarod
Andrew Dockendorff
Dad
Zuka Madodonke
Tim
Ben Uys
Matthew Old
Ben Trollope
Matthew Young
Stellios Ayiotis
Extras:
Butlers:
Tshwene Mojela
Sipho Phiri
Andrew Viljoen
Maids:
Jean Terblanché
Cameron Flynn
Clayton Steenkamp
Paramedics:
Wesley Benade
Michael Russill
Graeme Garcia Menendez

SUNNYSIDE
presents
I AM SORRY
by
EKM Dido
(Adaptation by Duane van Wyk)
Duane van Wyk and Liam Robinson

Director:
Cast:
Mike
Duane van Wyk
Charlie
Liam Robinson
Narrator
Jordan Lawrie
Mrs K
Thabang Madi
Host
Jonathan Smith
Psychic
James Paradza
John
Nkosinathi Napaai
Extras:
Nick Petzwinkler
Steven Meyburgh
Thembelani Moyo
Giovanni Mazzone
Mbulelo Jimlongoe
Technical Crew:
Boys High Technical Support Team
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Extras:
Bruce Maier
Nicholas Duarte
Seth Gaunt
Joshua Raynard
Nicholas Murray
Zola Makongolo
Technical Crew:
Stage Manager
Stage Crew:
Pieter Brune
Ariel Taverner
Christian Groenewald
Lighting
Follow Spotters:
Sound:

Mokgalo Petje
Cameron Frans
Percy Mthimkhulu
Matthew Hassenkamp
Luke Haynes
Kossy Obedozie
Daniel Fryer
Brent Giovannoni
Junior Mofokeng

1. Town House play: Connor
Henry
2. Armstrong House play:
Joshua Olusegun and Darrel
Rouse
3. Town House play: Connor
Henry and Raine Pienaar
4. Armstrong House play:
Joshua Harper and Joshua
Olusegun.

2

3

Rory Barlow
Sinclair Rencken
Stephen Robinson
Viaan Janse van Rensburg
Tumiso Mmope
Dylan van Rooyen
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SOLOMON
presents
YOU KNOW MY NAME BUT NOT MY STORY:
STORIES FROM ROOM 302
by
Tlhogi Mosuwe
“Let us not live with burdens that confuse the past,
threaten the
future and render the present inaccessible”
Directors:
Thlogi Mosuwe
Assistant Director:
Ruben Scott
Cast:
Eric Grundle
Fred Dilaphisho
Mrs Witherley
Daniel Taverner
Cindy Bells
Justin Smith
Duncan Edwards
Tshepo Phahlamohlaka
Bradley Fredericks
Ruben Scott
Mike Gross
Steven Barber
Shawn
Kyle Glass

4
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Pipe Band
“I can’t allow myself not to succeed simply because I
didn’t work hard enough.”
– G Malory
One thing that can be said about the Boys High
Pipe Band is that it is certainly not due to a lack of
practice, commitment and hard work that prevents
the boys from achieving ﬁrst place throughout the
competition season. This is apparent when the band
plays, and vast improvements can be heard in their
play and repertoire.
The year has been a successful season for the
band. The band’s main objective was to compete
with two bands, viz Juvenile and Novice Juvenile –
something that hasn’t been done in ten years! This is
a trend that I would like to see continue, and by so
doing, strengthen the band in numbers, experience
and quality of play. The new Novice Juvenile band
started extremely well by winning their March
Selection in all of the ﬁrst few gatherings, and then
proceeded to win with their March, Strathspey
and Reel set for the rest of the season. The Novice

‘There was never a night or a problem that could defeat sunrise or
hope’ – B Williams

Juvenile band ended the season strongly by winning
the title of ‘Champion of Champions’ at the Benoni
Gathering. The Juvenile Band were placed a number
of times, but unfortunately not consistently enough
to compete during the season. Another pleasing
addition to the band has been the re-instatement of
a Drum Major. Glen Thatcher competed for the ﬁrst
time as Drum Major during the 2013 season, and
was placed second overall for junior Drum Majors
in South Africa – a disciplined eﬀort and a welldeserved placing!
2014 is going to be an exciting season for both
bands. The new music is out, numbers are good,
and a winning culture has been created. I wish
both bands well for the forthcoming season, and
urge each and every member to give of their very
best at all times. I believe it is that little bit extra
from individual players which will make a great
diﬀerence in the end.
R Blackmore
Master in charge

Sunrise on Klapperkop as the band plays to inspire thousands of tired
runners

Front Row L–R: Mr R Blackmore, H Elsenbroek, S van der Ploeg, E Zietsman, G Thatcher, J Cragg, M Masenya, Mr A Nixon.
Back Row L–R: R Gopee, R Molaba, G Lloyd, J Fourie, K Gersteling, D Meyer, W Thomas, F Coetzee, S Aromugun, I Nkoana.
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1. The Pipe Band display
at the Commencement
Ceremony
2. There’s nothing quite as
proud as a piper in full
dress – with a presence that
is unmatched
3. Pipe Major and Pipe
Sergeant piping away
4. Pipers in full battle-dress
to stir emotion before the 1st
Rugby XV take on Aﬃes
5. Informal bond of 2013
6. ‘You are not a drop in the
ocean but an entire ocean in
a drop’ – Rumi

6
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Gumboot Dancers
“If you really want to do something, you will ﬁnd a way.
If you don’t, you’ll ﬁnd an excuse.” – Jim Rohn
At the end of 2012, when the matric group left, we
thought that would be the end of the Gumboot
Dancers as we were down to eleven members.
However, the matric group were very enthusiastic
about taking on their new roles of leadership thus
transforming the Gumboot Dancers into every boy’s
ﬁrst cultural activity choice.
As our 2011 chairman, Tiego Chauke, put it, the
year started oﬀ on a good beat and on an accurate
stomp. Energy was bouncing oﬀ the walls during
our ﬁrst performance in front of the school at the
annual Commencement Ceremony. We managed to
recruit six new Form 1s who later became part of
the “Boots First Eleven” side. Other performances
included performing at the New Parents’ Braai,
Shavethon, cultural days at various schools, the
State Theatre (always being the highlight), Spring
Fair, Heritage Day and the Art Exhibition.
The team has been left in the capable hands of

Thabang Letsoalo and Siphamandla Nyembe who will
lead the troupe forward. The other senior members of
the group include Tshenolo Maimane who never fails
to bless the crowd with his voice, Mpho Rakometsi,
Njabulo Jiyana and Tshidi Machaba.
Many thanks go to the vice-chairman, Maleka
Malapile who always supported my decisions and
often gave me advice. Thanks go to Dithoriso Diholo,
the enthusiastically crazy one, David Mphephu
who always displayed leadership skills and led
by example, Ofentse Mfete and Junior Mofokeng,
our Gumboot rappers, Khinong Matjiu and Justice
Machaba.
Our sincerest gratitude goes to Ms van Zyl and
Mrs Prinsen for always believing in us and for
always having our backs.
I wish the 2014 Gumboot Dancers well in their
future endeavours and I have every conﬁdence that
they will reach even greater heights in the future.
Alex Menu
Chairman

Front Row L–R: K Matjiu, A Menu (Chairman), Mrs M Prinsen (Teacher-in-Charge), M Malapile (Vice-Chairman), J Machaba.
Second Row L–R: L Bambo, T Maluleke, T Maimane, M Malapile.
Back Row L–R: M Rakometsi, L Mofokeng, T Letsoalo, N Jiyana.
Absent: D Diholo, D Mpephu, O Mfete, S Nyembe.
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1. New Parent’s Braai
2. Light and Music show
3. Commencement Ceremony
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